
Garfield by Ron Silliman — an analysis by Rick Burkhardt

Ron Silliman’s poetry creates an experience of language that points away from meaning 

and towards structural relationships similar to those found in music.  His prose poem Garfield 

consists of 21 paragraphs, each 21 sentences long.  In each paragraph, the sentences seem to 

share few or zero common referents from the world of meaning.  The first paragraph is:

The tropic treacle tripped over the derivation causing Lit.  Blue and slides.  Old 
webs are a shading on the shed sill.  She accounts the complaint as failure.  
Unlike a cat, you have to walk it in the rain.  Because therefore if I only knew 
then what I I I seem to be saying.  Linebreak as breath-unit can only mark 
neurosis.  The spiral jetty has begun to jell.  Word fossil of intention.  Dropped 
fork foretells a visit.  The idea of ownership becomes foreign.  Deckled vs. 
wisps.  But the Decembrists were a spark.  I sat on the stoop in the cool sun.  
Sweet corn of Maryland.  The Boston Bees became the Braves, but later moved 
to Milwaukee.  But I don’t know if I can ever love you enough (the room is still 
and you notice the sound of distant traffic in the rain).  Dear Ron — basically, 
the sky most anywhere in Manhattan is comprised of staggered trapezoids 
perspecting off in one cardinal direction or other (the percentage filling the 
frame tells me where I am).  Chop the vegetables coarsely.  The elevator’s just 
an old metal cage.  “Speak up!” shouts the woman with the walker.
[Silliman “Demo” p. 67]

One can’t really follow any thread of meaning through the sentences in this paragraph.  

Certain sentences seem to bear some fleeting referential relation to the sentences immediately 

preceding or following them (for example, the woman with the walker could be standing in the 

elevator), but one has the sense that those relations appeared only by chance, through semi-

random juxtapositions.  But across the paragraphs, categories of sentences begin to accrue.  For 

example, the first paragraph contains the sentence “Unlike a cat, you have to walk it in the 

rain.”  The second paragraph contains “Its ears went flat as it growled.”  The third:  “I 

thought the dog’s name was Tide.”  The fourth:  “Snarling, baring its teeth.”  The fifth:  “It 

wagged its tail.”  And so on.  Of these five sentences, only one contains the word “dog” — the 

others are shadowed by the word “dog,” their pronouns almost like riddles which the word 

“dog” solves.  Thus “dog” becomes a category in the reader’s mind (one could even say 

“dog” becomes the name of a category, a distinction which will become significant later).  

Later sentences include “Bred to skill,” “Squats at the curb,” and “Fetching frisbees on the 

beach.” None of those sentences is grammatically complete, and none of them would 



necessarily evoke “dog” if the category “dog” had not been earlier established.  So the reader 

learns to mentally place sentences in a category more due to the prominence of the category in 

the reader’s mind than due to the intrinsic character of the sentences, and as the poem 

progresses, the word “dog” pops up in the repeatedly in the reader’s mind without being 

repeated in the text.  A sentence like “Rub its chest and it goes right to sleep” does not say 

“dog,” does not mean “dog,” but causes the word “dog” to reappear and the category 

“dog” to become more prominent.

Silliman has a name for sentences arranged like the ones in Garfield:  “The New 

Sentence.”  In his essay of the same name, he lists some attributes of “The New Sentence” 

which certainly apply to Garfield:

1) The paragraph organizes the sentences;
2) The paragraph is a unity of quantity, not logic or argument;
3) Sentence length is a unit of measure;
4) Sentence structure is altered for torque, or increased polysemy / ambiguity;
5) Syllogistic movement is:  (a) limited;  (b) controlled;
6) Primary syllogistic movement is between the preceding and following sentences;
7) Secondary syllogistic movement is toward the paragraph as a whole, or the total work;
8) The limiting of syllogistic movement keeps the reader’s attention at or very close to 
the level of language, that is, most often at the sentence level or below.
[Silliman “New Sentence” p. 91]

In musical terms, one could say that the “torquing” of sentence structure Silliman 

mentions is akin to introducing dissonance into the syntax.  “Squats at the curb” is a dissonant 

sentence because is has no subject.  “Old webs are a shading on the shed sill” achieves a kind 

of cognitive dissonance through its beautiful alliteration and assonance speaking louder than its 

meaning.  “Because therefore if I only knew then what I I I seem to be saying” is 

cacophonous.  And in the context of all this dissonance, a perfectly innocent sentence like “I sat 

on the stoop in the cool sun,” which would fit snugly into almost any conventional poem, feels 

as resolved as a sleeping foot.

These dissonances leave each sentence hanging open like a question for the next 

sentence to answer — thus the primary syllogistic movement between adjacent sentences.  But 



the next sentence always contains a new type of dissonance.  For example:

The Boston Bees became the Braves, but later moved to Milwaukee.  But I don’t 
know if I can ever love you enough (the room is still and you notice the sound 
of distant traffic in the rain).  Dear Ron — basically, the sky most anywhere in 
Manhattan is comprised of staggered trapezoids perspecting off in one cardinal 
direction or other (the percentage filling the frame tells me where I am).  Chop 
the vegetables coarsely.

The first sentence is only dissonant because the word “but” seems wrong, implying a contrast 

that isn’t there.  The second sentence begins with “but,” has no problem with “but,” and goes 

on to introduce a whopping dissonance between the “voice” outside the parentheses, pulling 

away from “you,” and the voice inside the parentheses, coming heartbreakingly close to you.  

The third sentence starts close (“Dear Ron”) but veers off into geometric descriptions, the ones 

inside the parentheses failing to cohere with the ones outside.  The fourth sentence transforms 

vivid geometrical imagery into an image of coarsely chopped vegetables (the erudite “p” sound 

of “perspecting” and “percentage” coming to a mundane end in “chop”) — its dissonance 

comes from its isolation (one instruction from a recipe is meaningless, stripped of the functional 

context which gives it its character).  Each sentence does respond somehow to the last one and 

hold out a question to the next, but this syllogistic movement is limited;  the chain of sentences 

does not build syllogistically as a whole (the vegetables don’t build on anything that the Boston 

Bees started).  For secondary syllogistic movement, one must look to the sentences’ gradually 

grouping into categories (like “dog”) across the paragraphs.

The poem suggests at least twenty one categories, most with (roughly) one sentence in 

each paragraph representing each category, and in various ways balances the reader right on the 

edge of being able to keep track of it all.  Prominent categories include:  sentences about bugs, 

sentences about plants, cooking instructions, descriptions of a hotel lobby, descriptions of 

atmospheric conditions,  “sentences” which consist of two words connected by “and” (e.g. 

“Blue and slides,” “Butane and propositioned”), “sentences” which consist of two words 

connected by “vs.” (“Deckled vs. wisps,” “Ribbed vs. ochre”), and sentences which include 

the names of leftist political factions (“When August 7th split from Nam, they took the name 

Solidarity”).  



Some of these categories seem to be merely lists (for example, the twenty-one sentences 

about bugs seem to have no relation to each other except for their mutual relation to the category 

“bugs”), but some seem as though they should be accumulating meaning over time.  A 

category in which each sentence seems to be a description of or an episode in the life of an 

unnamed female (“Raised her children in her parents’ house, sleeping for twelve years on a 

sofabed in the livingroom”) implies a much larger timespan than most of the other categories, 

which seem to be observations of the immediate present.   A category that sounds like a 

description of a relationship between an unnamed “him” and “her” (“He spent his time with 

her alone, preferring solitude to her friends, with none of his own”) implies a narrative 

trajectory never realized.  The list of cooking instructions could all have been taken from a 

single recipe for cooking Shad.  The intermittent sense that a larger story or goal exists 

somewhere above all these categories creates an interesting friction;  the paratactical arrangement 

of all the elements can never really become a comfortable norm or develop a regular rhythm.  

Some struggle always seems to be taking place in order to fit things into categories — inherent 

in the fitting is a reductiveness which doesn’t seem problematic when the category is “bugs” 

but does seem problematic, even awkward and unkind, when the category is “a woman’s life.”

Certain categories are less rigid and have fewer sentences in them (nicknames, 

superstitions, office jargon).  Unlike the dog category, these categories are hard to name, hard to 

maintain (their boundaries seem to shift unstably based on which sentences one decides to put 

in them), and unsatisfying to attempt to trace through the poem.  But by a certain point, I the 

reader am inclined to want to put every sentence in a category, and I catch myself going through 

contortions to justify putting “Midcareer” in the category “office jargon.”  Or I might decide 

that the category I originally called “office jargon” should really be called “words that haven’t 

existed for more than a few decades” (so I can also include in it the sentence about the yo-yo). 

Then I might decide that the category I originally called “nicknames” should be called “things 

whose names have changed” so that I can put the sentence about the hotel changing its name 

into a category with the sentences “Tunabelly, Fat Boy, Alto” and “She allows as to how his 

name is Mel” — and then I might doubt that these sentences are really very similar, or I might 

become dismayed because the categories “things whose names have changed” and “words that 



haven’t existed for more than a few decades” are not very distinct from one another;  and 

finally I might realize that “things whose names have changed” includes, by now, many of my 

categories.  But not the dog category!  That one is rock solid — or so I think until paragraph 

eighteen offers up the ominous sentence “Meows for the door to open.”  Then in the last 

paragraph, the sentence “Hair of the dog” actually uses the word dog to refer to something that 

isn’t a dog.

There are plenty of sentences which seem specifically designed to confuse categories.  

For example “Barking vs. justified horizon” and “Beagle vs. Bagel” must belong in the “vs.” 

category, but could also go in the dog category.  And if there’s a category called “bugs” and a 

category called “plants,” where do I put a sentence about a “spider plant?”  (And is a spider a 

“bug?”  I know a spider isn’t an insect, but is it a “bug?”)  There’s no doubt about it, these 

categories fray at the edges.  Some fray in the middle.  Some become harder to see the more I 

look at them.  

One ends up a further level away from meanings, considering categories of categories, 

categories which jostle each other rudely, which compete for attention and call each other into 

question.  I think of “bugs” as a good, healthy category, a category I can put twenty-one nice 

sturdy sentences into without being dogged by skepticism and doubt, while by comparison the 

category “things whose names have changed” seems disheveled and irresponsible.  And yet I 

have to admit that the healthy, satisfactory categories like “bugs” are not the most interesting, 

or they are at their most interesting at the points where their edges become most frayed.  

Increasingly my attention focuses (or tries to focus) on the fuzziness, the dislodging, the 

dissolving and regrouping, of categories and names.  And when I am jarred, as I often am, back 

to the “ground floor” of semantic meaning by a sentence like “The great Albanian goatfucker 

debate,” the question I return to is not “what does it mean?” but “what does it do?”  Then 

when I look back at my shifting categories, I find answers.


